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Abstract 

 

This document constitutes the first step in the dissemination and exploitation (D&E) strategy 

of the STAMINA project. It sets the roots for the joint effort of the consortium in D&E. 

The exploitation manager is responsible for the D&E strategy. This plan will be revised and 

upgraded during the lifetime of the STAMINA project. Each member of the consortium must 

fill up the plan on M12, M24, M38 and M42. This document explains the methodology 

adopted for D&E and the actions that will be taken to achieve valorisation goals and the way 

to measure its impacts. 
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Executive Summary 
 

This document constitutes the first step in the dissemination and exploitation (D&E) strategy 

of the STAMINA project. It sets the roots for the joint effort of the consortium in D&E.  

 

BA SYSTEMES is the Exploitation Manager of STAMINA project. The exploitation 

manager is responsible for the D&E strategy. This plan is expected to be revised and 

upgraded during the lifetime of the STAMINA project. Each member of the consortium 

contributes to filling up the plan on M12, M24, M38 and M42.  

 

This document explains the methodology adopted for D&E and the actions that will be taken 

to achieve valorisation goals and the way to measure its impacts. 

 

This document organizes the increase in visibility and impact of the project results through 

promotion actions. It is a support for exploitation of the intellectual property rights (IPR). It 

discusses the scientific knowledge dissemination activities. 

 

The table below summarizes the various actions to be taken.  

 

Marketing and 

innovation  

 

User-technology approach according to the RID method 

[Yannou B.] and creativity seminars. 

Patent submission : identification of the claims, state-of-the-art 

and positioning then publication 

Industrialisation simultaneously with the R&D project (start of 

the work at the mid-term of the project) 

Promoting the  innovation Industrial show: AUTOMATICA 2016 

Demonstration at BA SYSTEMES premises (thematic day) 

Pilot workshop in PSA 

Conferences within European networks of robotics 

Classes, courses at engineering schools 

Articles in technical press 

Brochures, poster and video 

Website 

Scientific knowledge 

dissemination 

Scientific publications 

Results published in robotics journals 

Workshops 
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Introduction 
 

The importance of a dissemination and exploitation strategy 

 

“The Dissemination and Exploitation (D&E) strategy of STAMINA Project is of crucial 

importance to achieve successful results.” 

A dissemination and exploitation plan is necessary to build awareness of a project results and 

maximize its commercial exploitation potential. The objective of this dissemination and 

exploitation plan is to lay down the foundations for effective external communication of 

STAMINA results and potential profits to interested stakeholders and a successful market 

introduction of the project results.  

 

Starting a dissemination strategy early in the project increases its impact, creating exploitation 

opportunities. Planning concretely the dissemination gives a common vision to stakeholders. 

It increases the cooperation between partners and their motivation to succeed. It gives an 

orientation of the work towards valorisation of the results according to each partner’s own 

interest e.g. publications for research institutions, turnover for industries. 

 

Dissemination and exploitation strategy management 

 

BA SYSTEMES is the Exploitation Manager in STAMINA project. As it is written in the 

DOW: “The Exploitation Manager (EM) will coordinate the exploitation efforts of the 

consortium and arrange for a detailed exploitation plan to be drawn up in the initial stages of 

the project. The EM will coordinate the dissemination and exploitation efforts of the 

consortium and will be responsible of the following tasks: 

 To develop an acceptable agreement for the exploitation and dissemination of the 

results to outside parties. This agreement shall be the basis for the Plan for 

Dissemination and Use of Foreground (PDUF), which will be prepared by the EM 

with the active collaboration of all partners. The deliverables regarding to PDUF 

will be D5.4.1 

 To provide assistance in ensuring that this plan is carried forward for the benefit of 

all SME members of the consortium. 

 To co-ordinate any action needed to ensure protection of IP.” 
 

Each member of the consortium must fill up the plan. “All the partners will be responsible for 

updating the PDUF (D5.4, M12, M24, M38, M42)” as it can be read in the DOW. As the EM, 

BAS must ensure that everyone completes the document and is responsible for this task. 

“The EM will be in charge of developing an acceptable exploitation agreement for the 

partners and for the exploitation and dissemination of the results to outside parties.” 

The PDUF: an upgradeable document, a collaborative tool. 

 

This document constitutes the first step in the dissemination strategy of the STAMINA 

project. It sets the roots for the joint effort in dissemination of the consortium.  

A revised version of this plan will be presented in the next work package deliverable. Indeed, 

this plan will be revised and upgraded during the lifetime of the STAMINA project. The 
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DOW, part B settles: “A draft version of the PDUF will be prepared for the first year of the 

project and will be kept updated with progress and intentions of exploitation and 

commercialisation.” 

Dissemination towards academia is planned by the T5.3 done by INESC PORTO. This 

document, as a deliverable just like T5.4 “Dissemination and Exploitation towards industry”, 

will focus on the strategy to deploy for a successful market introduction of the exploitable 

results.  

This document explains the methodology adopted for dissemination and the actions that will 

be taken to achieve valorisation goals and the way to measure its impacts. 

The methodology is based on academic publications on innovation management and the 5 

years previous experience of BA SYSTEMES (BAS) in collaborative project valorisation. 

Objectives of the dissemination and exploitation strategy 

 

To transform scientific knowledge into added-value, the WP5.4 – dissemination plan 

organizes the increase in visibility and impact of the project results. It is a support for 

exploitation of the intellectual property rights (IPR). 

The approach aims at valorising STAMINA project at both European and local levels in 

coherent fashion beyond the level of individual publication and presentation.  

This deliverable includes a detailed plan for the dissemination activities that will be deployed 

during the whole duration of the project. 

This document first describes the methodology used by the industrial SME BA SYSTEMES 

on the field of innovation management, then the actions to be taken to valorise STAMINA 

project and finally the indicators to measure the results of the dissemination and exploitation 

strategy. 

This document will then be completed by consortium members. 
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1 Implementation of innovation management theories  
 

Dissemination and technological transfer is a subject studied academically and well-

documented in the field of innovation management. BA SYSTEMES (BAS) is dedicated to 

use state-of-the-art D&E strategies to optimize innovation. 

 

1.1 A company inclined to innovate 

For an industrial SME, collaborative projects of R&D bring many advantages:  

 prototypes usually lead to new products that get to increase the turnover of the 

company;  

 technological bricks created are implemented in current products, continually 

improving it;  

 on the long-term, it multiplies business opportunities, expanding the network of the 

company. Collaborative projects actually bring visibility and notoriety. 

As a matter of fact, innovation and research partnerships are a conscious strategy of BAS. 

 

BA SYSTEMES possesses a 

great amount of robotics 

knowledge. Among others, 

there are advanced 

knowledge in mechatronics, 

automated guidance, IT, 

logistic and robot safety. 

Taking part in research 

projects enables to improve 

the products of BAS. The 

industrial experience of the 

company serves the research. 

This system also allows 

mutual improvement (see 

opposite diagram). 

 

 

In 2012, BAS defined its new 

strategic plan. An objective 

of the plan is diversification 

and developing know-how in 

mobile robotics.   

Among the tasks of this 

objective, there is “develop 

and structure the mobile 

robotics activity”. Concretely 

the STAMINA project brings to BAS the capacity to: 

 Maintain and develop alliances with robotics partners 

 Create an international network 

 Create a new axis for diversification of the company activities (cobot) 

 Set a new dedicated resource centre  

Industrial experience 

Research improvements 
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 File patents and thus generate intellectual property 

1.2 Theory put into practice in BAS 

 

BA SYSTEMES has an innovation cell dealing with the collaborative projects. This cell is 

structured by a special employee: the technological gatekeeper (TG). He is in charge of 

collaborating with partners. This organisation (see diagram below) has been set up to enable 

the implementation of the open innovation model. 

 

 

 

 

1.3 The Open Innovation Model (H. Chesbrough) 

BAS applies Chesbrough’s open innovation model. Open innovation consists in opening the 

company to the resources holders and/or provide resources from the company to external 

partners [Chesbrough H., Vanhaverbeke W., and J. West, 2006]. Those exchanges, potentially 

mutual, are defined by the terms “in-bound” and “out-bound”. Resources holders can be 

customers, suppliers and laboratories. The exploitation of the initial model proposed by 

Chesbrough is subject to many publications linked to the IT development of the open source 

which is basically similar to the open innovation model. Chesbrough defines the open 

innovation paradigm as the contrary of a traditional model of innovation in which research 

activities and internal development are leading the development of products offered by the 

company (closed innovation).  

 Resources 

 Skills, core competences 

 Dynamic capabilities 

BA SYSTEMES 
Industrial AGV manufacturing  
 

Suppliers Customers 

Open innovation cell with a 

Technological Gatekeeper 

 

Partners Customers 
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To sum up: “Open innovation is the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to 

accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation, 

respectively.” as Chresbrough himself defines it.  

This activity serves the 

company’s interest for 

technological progress. Open 

innovation allows a quicker 

introduction of R&D results 

on the markets.  

Partners gather their 

complementary knowledge 

and means to reduce the cost 

of innovation programs. It 

makes way for new markets, 

consequently increasing 

turnover and accelerating the 

ROI. The opposite diagram 

shows the model of open 

innovation from BAS’ point 

of view applied to the French 

collaborative project 

ROBM@RKET (see appendix). 

 

 

1.4 A technological gatekeeper  

Mostly found in great companies, technological gatekeepers (TG) are key people in the 

innovation process. Their action mostly deals with information [Allen T.J., 1977]. They treat 

the information necessary for the process of the innovation management i.e. they gather, 

select, filter, amplify, and forward, thus insuring the links with the environment of the 

company. Activities of the technological gatekeepers are as follows: 

 Gather and understand external information 

 Analyse internal needs of the company related with innovation 

 Translate and present scientific knowledge to colleagues 

 Establish long-term partnerships between the company and its outside world 

 Maintain strong relationships within the network of the company 

 

To ease the practice of open innovation, BAS introduced a TG.  This is Guy Caverot who is 

member of the general assembly in STAMINA project. He steps in the different stages of a 

collaborative project (emerging, building, realisation and exploitation). 

- The technological gatekeeper allows ideas of innovation projects to emerge through his 

links with external contacts. 

- From the portfolio of innovation projects and according to his internal contacts and his 

own appreciation of the potential success of the project, he selects the projects to build. 

- During the project building, he steps in to choose partners, to define the tasks, to write 

down and rate the project. 

- When the project is accepted by external or internal backers, he takes part in the 

decisions about the strategic orientations of the project. 

- He is involved in the exploitation stage to fill patents and to sell technological bricks. 

 

Robotics 

Cobotics 

Vision  

Mechatronics 

AGV 

Patents 

Grapping 

Production 

Logistics 

Building 
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In a technological SME, a TG is a key actor who increases the capacity of alliances with the 

research world, the capacity of building and starting collaborative project and the capacity to 

valorise the projects [Caverot G., 2012]. 

Indeed, because he knows precisely the contents of the knowledge created thanks to 

collaborative projects and is the most aware of new products specificities, the technological 

gatekeeper is used to build offers related to innovative products to potential clients. This 

activity increases the sales and helps the company generate more turnover. Those non-

common sales usually allow wider financial margins due to the uniqueness of the product on 

the market. 
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2  Marketing 
 

2.1 Needs for robotics 

 

According to the STAMINA survey in the proposal as well as other market, BA SYSTEMES 

was able to identify various industries that need robots and will ask for it in a close future. 

Industries that may be interested in an operational robotic system STAMINA are: automotive, 

aerospace, agribusiness, shipbuilding, medical, nuclear industry, construction. 

 

Each industry has different needs. Companies in these industries do not have the same uses, 

and therefore do not show interest for the same capacities of the machine. BAS, as the 

industrial member of the consortium, has already gathered information about three industries 

with needs: automotive industry, medical field and building industry. BAS will keep studying 

the future needs in robotic systems in various industries during the whole project life. The 

information will be got by the company thanks to:  

- its technological gatekeeper’s activities,  

- the implementation on the RID method to the STAMINA robot 

- creativity seminars involving end-users 

2.1.1 Robotics needs in the automotive industry 

The automotive industry is a major potential user. Consequently, PSA is involved in 

STAMINA as an end-user. Their main need remains in logistic tasks. Two use-cases have 

already been defined: a fleet of robots must be able to do bin picking and kitting. End-user 

vital requirements as they are mentioned in the DOW part B are as follows: 

 The robot must have skills to navigate safely and predictably in a human populated 

environment. 

 The robot needs skills for part segregation and inspection, which is an important 

value-adding ability during part handling. This segregation is normally done by 

humans automatically when they handle the parts and it is important to keep this 

added-value even when robots handle the parts. 

 All the above-mentioned skills must comply with safety regulations. 

 The robot would ideally solve tasks without needing additional programming 

 It must be possible to control the fleet through the company resource management 

system. 

 Two of the most important requirements for the robots are reliability and 

sustainability: the robots must work as expected and they must be use-case 

independent as much as possible. Ideally, it should be enough to adapt their 

embodiment or tool while the software should directly enable the robot to work in 

related use-cases. This would offer a fast adaptability of the robot e.g. to new items 

and it would minimize programming time and costs. 

 Ideally, it must be possible even for shop-floor workers to use and adapt the robots on 

the fly to new (but related) handling task at hand. 

 Shop-floor workers must feel comfortable when working in close proximity of the 

STAMINA robot. 

 The working speed of the robots is given by the speed of the production line which is 

one car per minute. 
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2.1.2 Robotics needs in other industries 

 
Table 1 - Needs for robotics in various industries 

Industry Uses 

Medical sector A first scenario for the medical sector had been identified and can be 

basically summarized as follows: the medical sector would need an arm to 

assist the surgeon during operations. The robot would be guided by the 

human but would help correct the trajectory if it detects an inappropriate 

move. It is named a cobot for “collaborative robot”. 

A second scenario for the medical sector had been identified thanks to the 

RID methodology developed by Centrale Paris School. 

The objective is to reduce RSIs of practitioners in hospitals. The highest risk 

remains when nurse move patients. There are 7 main cases in which nurses 

must carry people, for example, for the daily cleaning or to move from the 

bed to the chair. The existing solutions are not satisfactory (time needed, 

situations solved, efficiency). A robotic system will help practitioners to 

manipulate patients and carry them from place to place. 

Building  The construction industry has got many repetitive and tiresome works such 

as drilling, screwing and sanding. 

A scenario had been identified thanks to Centrale Paris School and its RID 

methodology. The robotic system will carry and adjust the position of loads 

on building sites. The robot will help workers when attaching large windows 

or heavy plasterboard. 

Aerospace 

Study in progress 

Nuclear 

industry 

Agribusiness 

Shipbuilding 

Energy and 

petroleum 

 

2.2 Knowing specific needs by sectors  

A complementary market survey will be done by BAS to know what will be the specific 

needs in those fields in the future i.e. what are the actors of these sectors looking for. It could 

initiate the definition of new user scenarios and requirements. Actually, BAS will collect 

information about end-user needs during the whole duration of the project. 

 

The people in charge of companies of these different industries are the ones who will be 

invited to see the demonstrator and get to know what automated tasks STAMINA robot can 

do. Those visitors will give information about the concrete tasks in their industry STAMINA 

can be used for by answering a feedback form. It occurs during the visit of BAS facilities, 

after the demonstrators had been displayed. 
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2.2.1 Gathering information about uses through visitor’s feedback 

Stage 1) Each guest answers a feedback form asked to develop as precisely as they can what 

they think. Guest will be installed in a bright room and feel at ease so they will make an effort 

to write down. Questions of the questionnaire will look like: 

 “Do you sense unpredicted/unexpected concrete use for STAMINA?” 

 “What would be the uses for such robot in your industry?” 

 “What would prevent you to acquire a STAMINA robot?” 

Stage 2) Gathering impressions collectively, answering questions of the whole group of 

guests. Objective: create a discussion, a debate about possible STAMINA uses. A person shall 

have a position to contain and rekindle the debate. Discussions must be recorded or someone 

must write down what people say. 

 

2.2.2 Treatment of the questionnaires filled during the visit 

Then, the feedback form and the minutes of the group discussion are handled. 

Recommendations are formulated by BA SYSTEMES. Those recommendations can be then 

forwarded to the concerned consortium member. The feedback from potential user is spread 

among partner. It benefits everybody because it opens doors for improvement, and shows 

possible new works. Those recommendations define, for example, new scenarios for using the 

robot. A scenario close to the one originally planned in STAMINA to be taken into account, 

gives lead to research orientation.  

 

Making the prospect (potential client) describing himself his needs gives many major 

advantages:  

1) Enabling to determine what would be the concrete tasks for STAMINA in addition to the 

case scenarios defined by PSA i.e. create new working scenarios for the robot 

2) Determine the further technology to deploy to answer specific needs expressed (if it needs 

further research, what would be next after STAMINA project: for example a new 

collaborative project?) 

3) Industrials begin to think about their needs in robots fleets.  

4) Realize a precise pricing as a matter of fact, be able to build real commercial offers, first 

step for a business. 

 

2.2.3 Workshop about future needs of robotic systems 

 

Workshops using creativity techniques such as brainstorming or mind mapping are good 

means to generate ideas and thus enable concepts to emerge. These workshops are also named 

“creativity seminars”.  

A creativity seminar allows bringing information from the users to the robot developer. In the 

case of the D&E of STAMINA project, the concepts that would emerge will regard the 

possible application of the scientific knowledge created i.e. technological bricks. If end-users 

are interested, a creativity seminar can be organized. A BAS employee organizes a meeting 

between end-users, innovation experts and engineers from BAS working on STAMINA 

project. The creativity seminars aims at defining what are the scenarios faced by the targeted 

end-users in the reality and how STAMINA robots can deal with it (already or shall it be 

adapted? is it possible or does it need further research?).  
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BAS is currently organizing such workshop. It will occur on the 12
th

 of September 2014. This 

workshop will last half a day (3h30min). There will be ten participants (guests) and three 

members of BAS. It will be dealing with the future needs of robotic systems by the potential 

end-users.  

If this experience is successful, two other workshops using the same creativity method will be 

organised. The first will occur on M22, the second will occur around M34. 

2.2.4 Working with the RID Method (B. Yannou) 

 

The Radical Innovation Design (RID) is a method for developing innovation. It was created 

by Professor Yannou from Centrale Paris Engineering School.  

With the RID method, he design process is focused on usage scenarios. It offers the huge 

advantage to facilitate radical innovation (as a contrary with “incremental innovation”). The 

innovations are creating new values bubbles answering the end-users’ needs. 

BAS is implementing the RID method to STAMINA robotic system. Summarized results can 

be found below in the marketing part of this document. Indeed, the RID method 

implementation on STAMINA gave birth to two ideas of possible applications: in the medical 

world and the construction industry. 

BAS will keep using this methodology and find two to three new use-cases for the STAMINA 

robotic system every year in 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

 

2.3 Product positioning 

 

BAS is realising an environment analysis to determine the place of the future product on the 

market. Below is a draft of SWOT analysis from the elements currently gathered. 

 
Tableau 2 - SWOT analysis for BAS robotics activities 

Strengths 

 BAS resources and know-how for the 

design and manufacturing of mobile 

robotic systems 

 Valorisation skill: distributing on 

markets the results of research project 

(mastering of the innovation process) 

 A sales force enabling to reach more 

than 2,000 prospects of various 

industries across Europe 

 

Weaknesses 

 The production of the product using 

design-to-cost method implies a 

costly industrialization  

 Non-merging of the robot bay with 

the mobile robot bay 

 Lack of feedback on concrete use-

cases of  robotic systems 

Opportunities 

 Possibility to address the European 

market to answer new needs thanks to 

new technologies 

 Develop BAS activities with its 

partners to create robots and 

consequently added-value. 

 

Threats 

 Competitors may emerge in Europe 

and Asia 

 Strict laws may forbid to put this kind 

of robots into service 
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3 Sales  
 

3.1 BAS proposal for STAMINA system on the market 

In addition to a strong experience in selling mobile robots, BAS has a great experience in 

selling automated guided vehicles (AGV). Consequently, the company can easily build a 

frame for a technical and business offer even though the technological brick to sell is pretty 

innovative. As an AGV designer and manufacturer, BAS is used to propose technical and 

business offers. Its innovation cell often deals with special mobile robots offers. A similar 

technical and business offer will be realised for the STAMINA robot. It aims at being able to 

sell STAMINA as are sold AGV. 

  

This technical and business offer will be a frame for further commercialisation. It means it 

will be used to accelerate reactivity when answering a prospect claim. This document is 

mentioned as a frame because, even though dealing with the same product (here, a robotic 

system), each offer is different according to the specificities of the client facilities and needs. 

The draft of a generic offer had been done on M10. 

 

3.2 Content of a business offer 

From the market elements, BAS offers to structure an offer that will allow trading everything 

or parts of STAMINA (technological bricks). 

The goal is to offer an integrated system to potential clients. BAS offers a machine with a 

planning of delivery, a price and technical content. To build such offer, PSA will be asked for 

scenarios of the descriptions like are the initial technical information from the client. 

 

A technical and business offer is generally divided in the following parts: 

1. Production 

2. Customer’s data 

3. Environment of the robot 

4. Technical solution 

5. Management (schedule and costs) 

6. References 

 

3.3 Organisation for selling 

 

BA SYSTEMES has a sales department. When a technical and business offer is accepted by a 

client, they take over the procedure. A soon as the first deals will be concluded, a new product 

derived from STAMINA prototype will be included in the company range of products. 

Technological bricks of STAMINA will be included to the current range of product or offered 

as is. 

 

Any people showing interest to a member of the consortium in acquiring a robot must be 

guided to BA SYSTEMES which direct contact in this case is Dr. Guy Caverot. 

 Phone number is +33 299 851 404. 

 Email address is guy.caverot@basystemes.fr 
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3.4 Valorisation of STAMINA Technological bricks 

 

The functionalities of STAMINA robotic system are summarized in the diagram below. The 

functionalities embody technological bricks. 

 

 
 

Technological bricks developed during STAMINA project will be exploited by BAS as 

described in the table below. 

 
Tableau 3 - Industrial exploitation of STAMINA technological bricks 

Functionality Technological brick Exploitation planned by BAS 
All ROS industrial layer Major commercial argument 

Moving Moving and pilotage 

strategies 

Patent 

Navigation SLAM  Implementation on all robotic systems of 

BAS that are mobile (if relevant) 

Vision Detection camera gantry Implementation if BAS develops a 

product featuring an R 6DOF. 

Inspection Specific camera on the  

R 6DOF ? 

Implementation on robotic arm if BAS 

develops a product featuring an R 6DOF. 
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4 Scientific knowledge exploitation 

4.1 Scientific Publications 

The STAMINA project results will be presented on major scientific events scientific events. 

IEEE-ICRA, IEEE- IROS, but also on events focused on applied technologies such as IEEE 

TePRA (Conference on Technologies for Practical robot Applications) and IEEE-ICIT 

(international conference on Industrial Technology) with special sessions focused on 

STAMINA topics.  

To maximize the impact of such work sessions the STAMINA consortium will, and have 

already started, establish a network of projects with focus on Mobile Manipulators for 

Industrial applications, that will present common workshop sessions in these events. Right 

know this network includes the following EU projects: 

 STAMINA Project - Sustainable and reliable robotics for part handling in 

Manufacturing, focused on Mobile Manipulators for part handling in the automotive 

industry, leaded by AAU; 

 CARLoS Project – Collaborative Mobile Manipulators for Large Space Applications, 

that used a mobile manipulator to perform stud welding applications in the shipyard 

industry, leaded by AIMEN, Spain; 

 VALERI - validation of advanced, collaborative robotics for industrial applications - 

mobile manipulators for aerospace production, leaded by Fraunhofer IFF, Germany; 

 SWRI MR ROAM – Large Scale Mobile Manipulation, focused on mobile 

manipulators for operations in the aerospace industry leaded by SWRI Southwest 

Research Institute. 

The dissemination of results at journals is planned in the DOW part B. The papers foreseen 

are:  

 Robotics and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing 

 Robotics and autonomous Systems 

 Int. Journal on Advanced Manufacturing Technology 

 

4.2 Knowledge transfer to the industry 

 

The STAMINA project has a strong focus on the knowledge transfer to the industrial partners. 

That will be achieved using several different tools, namely:  

(1) the organization of a booth to be present in the AUTOMATICA 2016 trade fair;  

(2) the organization of workshops for the EuRobotics events that target both industry and 

academia 

(3) finally through the use of the PSA site as a living lab, which is visited by a large number 

of visitors with a strong knowledge on the automotive and robotics sector. 
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5 Promotion 
 

Consortium members must be careful with the information released. 

 PSA must be consulted before any information about STAMINA is released.  

 Information given about STAMINA results MUST be thought very carefully, 

indeed, it could false the prior right search and forbid STAMINA partners to file 

patents. This is also true for industrial shows, website content and conferences… 

Please, contact the EM (BAS) before any information release. 

 

5.1 Public information 

EU publications, public information from the project public deliverables will be published on 

the Cordis website in addition to a release on the STAMINA website (see below). 

 

5.2 The website as a showcase 

In WP 5.2 Knowledge Management, the creation of a public project website is planned. This 

website was delivered on M2 by AAU so is already available at http://stamina-robot.eu/ 

 
Figure 1 - Snapshot of the homepage of the STAMINA website 

 

The public part of the website is said to be a “mean of communication to the outside world” of 

STAMINA project to “make publications, presentations and multi-media documentation 

freely available”. “The website serves the visibility of the project” according to the DOW. 

Consequently, content concerning the advance of the project will be frequently uploaded. The 

website is a great tool to be used as a showcase for the consortium works. Information must 

be highlighted properly.  

 

AAU is responsible for uploading content. However each member of the consortium must 

send content to AAU as soon this content exists. Information given must comply with 

confidentiality policies. BAS and PSA must be consulted before any information about 

STAMINA is released. 

http://stamina-robot.eu/
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Tableau 4 - Content to be published on STAMINA website 

Content to be uploaded on the website (public) 

Content Partner Moment Details 

Project 5min video Not 

defined 

yet 

Not 

defined 

yet 

The project 5min video will be uploaded on 

the website. 

 

Tests results BAS After M7, 

M18, M28 

& M38 

BAS is planning to deliver content after the 

tests stage of the project 

Public deliverables All At 

delivery 

The public deliverables of the project take 

part of the dissemination and exploitation 

process. The public deliverables must be 

published on the public part of the website. 

Those deliverables can be subject to press 

release and get visibility through the press. 

Contributions of the 

Academic partners 

Academic  “Academic partners will make available 

their contributions through open-source 

channels or on the public part of the 

project website as specified in Special 

Clause 39” can be read is the part B of the 

DOW. 

 

To measure how STAMINA is received by the public, any comment should be registered by 

members of the consortium in the appropriate part of the intranet giving the position of the 

person and the date of the comment. 

 

BAS will also publish content about STAMINA project on its website such as the 

publications and the project video. 

BAS will send a press kit to be uploaded on STAMINA website in order to increase the 

visibility of stamina-robot.eu on Google. For the same reason, BAS website will also display 

hypertext links leading to STAMINA. 

As EM and industrial partner of the project, BAS will discuss the content to upload on the 

front-page of the website with AAU. New content to upload will be provided by BAS on  

 

5.3 Two complementary brochures 

Two brochures will be written and printed.  The documents will adopt the same corporate 

identity and style guide. Their content will be complementary. Having two brochures gives 

the advantage to be able to communicate early about the consortium works with a document. 

A first brochure will describe STAMINA project. This document is to be distributed in 

meeting, shows, conferences to make the project known and give visibility to our consortium 

and activities. 

The first document is planned to be done by BAS during spring 2015 when there will be a 

demonstrator BAS can take pictures of. It will be released during summer 2015 and will be 

our imagery for 2 years.  

A second brochure, showing actual project results and those still to come will be released in 

summer 2017 to support the promotion activities occurring in 2018. It should insist on the 

project results and technical difficulties actually overcame to be complementary to the first 
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brochure. This second document will indeed focus on the robot: what it does, what are the 

advantages and display pictures of the demonstrator. 

 

5.4 A poster  

A poster of STAMINA project will be done by BAS by BAS 

during spring 2015 when there will be a demonstrator BAS can 

take pictures of. This poster will display pictures of the 

STAMINA prototype. The names and logos of the project 

partners will be highlighted. 

 

The poster of STAMINA project will look like the one about 

BA SYSTEMES company here opposite. 

 

5.5 Press articles 

 

BA SYSTEMES will write press releases and give interviews to the press. French press 

journals foreseen to be contacted are:  

 
Tableau 5 - French press journals 

Technical Press Logistics specialized Press Business Press 

Industries et Technologies Interface logistique Les Echos 

Usine Nouvelle Manutech  

Vulgarisation Scientifique  Journal de la logistique  

 

Moreover, BAS works with an agency entitled ACTUS specialised in media relations. BAS 

writes press kits that are then distributed to the media by the agency hoping that journalists 

will release an article of their own from the content of the press kit. 

 

If any partner of the consortium knows journalists interested in writing an article about 

STAMINA project, valorisation activities or/and technology, they are welcome to give BAS 

contact. Indeed, BAS would be glad to give interviews to foreign journalists. 

 

5.6 Project video 

A video will be produced and published in YouTube, Project Website and in partners’ 

websites. BAS will organize the filming of the video, details regarding the content and the 

organization (who will film it? When? Where?) are to be discussed with the other members of 

the consortium. The meeting in Edinburgh on the 30
th

 of October 2014 will be the opportunity 

to settle the details regarding the project video. 

5.7 Association websites 

Description of project resumes and news on major associations websites, like: European 

Technology Platforms like, euRobotics aisbl (former EUROP/EURON), MANUFUTURE, 

with workshops dedicated to STAMINA topic 
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6 Intellectual property 

 

6.1 Excerpt from the DOW part B 

 

“STAMINA partners have agreed to a basic concept of a Consortium Agreement and how 

intellectual property rights will be handled. Further refinements of the consortium agreement 

will include the concrete definition of the foreground and background knowledge and how 

this knowledge can be used. As a general rule, each partner will receive the rights for the 

results of its research activities. 

 

When joint developments occur the IPR will be of the involved partners. All of the partners 

have the right to use any scientific results developed in STAMINA for the purpose of research 

during the project. To foster innovation and later exploitation, the RTD partners will grant 

the industrial partners (in return on license-fees or other means) the use-rights of those of the 

RTD results which the industrial partner requires to exploit its own results of STAMINA 

within own future products or services. These granted use rights are not exclusive, not 

transferable and limited to use in own products and services only - unless defined otherwise 

on bilateral contracts and cooperation agreements. An overview on IPR obtained by the 

different partners is presented in the following table. 

 
Tableau 6 - IPR per partner (source: DOW) 

Partner IPR individual or jointly owned 

AAU IPR on skills architecture 

ALU-FR  IPR on Navigation 

UBO IPR on Bin-picking 

INESC  IPR on cooperative robot behaviour 

UEDIN IPR on mission planning 

PSA IPR on mobile manipulators for feeding assembly lines 

PSA IPR on Bin-picking 

BAS IPR on mobile manipulator for intra-logistics and medical 

 

During the finalisation of the CA prior to the project start IPR management will be detailed 

and regulated covering areas such as confidentiality, ownership of knowledge, patents and 

access rights.” 

 

6.2 Industry and Intellectual property in collaborative projects 

Due to the novelty hallmark of the project, it is probable that patents will be filed according to 

methodologies designed for industrial technology transfer. Transfers are only realised towards 

industrials partners of STAMINA project: external entities cannot benefit from knowledge 

created in STAMINA. 

BA SYSTEMES sets up a valorisation policy of the patents filed thanks to its innovation 

activities. As knowledge increases as STAMINA project goes along, BAS will file patents. 

These submissions will realise intellectual property (IP) generated by the project.  

Indeed, patents embody technological bricks created along the project. Those bricks get 

concrete with a working demonstrator.  
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Intellectual property rights (IPR) gives visibility and notoriety. It allows protecting the 

innovation and preventing against counterfeiter. The IPR might eases getting ROI thanks to 

licensing and royalties. Technologies developed and new know-how are generally integrated 

to the products of BA SYSTEMES what enables continual improvements.  

 

6.3 Devolution conditions of IPR 

The conditions of the devolution of IPR and exploitation rights shall be detailed in a 

consortium agreement. This consortium agreement about IPR will be entitled “framework 

contract of IP” to avoid confusion. 

The devolution conditions of IPR are based on the following principles: 

2. Each party keeps property on knowledge acquired before or independently with the 

works of STAMINA project (earlier knowledge) 

3. Results designed and manufactured by one of the party are property of this party (own 

results) 

4. Results developed and applied jointly by several parties during the project (common 

results) are considered as common property of the parties involved in these results. It 

will lead to a co-ownership agreement describing the distribution of the property and 

the exploitation of these common results. Any exploitation by an owner may lead to 

compensation to a co-owner. 

5. If, for exploitation of its own results, a party needs specific results (own results) from 

an other party, the other party could allow a non-exclusive licensing of this specific 

results in terms agreed between the parties concerned. 

6. If, for exploitation of its own results, a party needs earlier knowledge from an other 

party the other party could allow, subject to previous commitment, a non-exclusive 

licensing of its former knowledge in terms agreed between the parties concerned. 

 

6.4 Filing patents 

 

Talks with the members of the consortium will lead BAS to identify knowledge created that 

can be turned into innovation i.e. applied technology. Innovation may be patented. To do so, 

BAS will contact AVOXA, an IP law office. AVOXA will realise a prior right search. This 

research takes approximately a month. The law office website can be found at: www.avoxa.fr 

BAS has experience in IP management, see example in annexe 

 

Due to the subject of STAMINA, patents expected from the project would be more concrete 

than conceptual. It would be dealing with automotive industry field. The relevance of a 

common patent filing will be studied by BAS during the year 2015. 

 

. 
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7 Conferences and classes 
 

STAMINA project gives materials to be told and taught: from the experience of a European 

collaborative project as STAMINA to the scientific knowledge created and academic results 

published. 

Conference and classes are a central point contributing to the project visibility. Each partner 

must describe in this document the teachings he is expecting to dispense. 

7.1 Conferences 

In the DOW part B, STAMINA is mentioned to be subject of scientific events. Special 

sessions focused on STAMINA topics will occur in IEEE-ICRA, IEEE-IROS, and IEEE-

ETFA. 

BAS conferences 

Guy Caverot of BA SYSTEMES is giving conferences mentioning STAMINA. During those 

conferences, STAMINA is presented as one of the collaborative projects in which the 

company is involved. The goal of the project is explained. The partners involved and the 

funding (EU, FP7) are described. On M11, five conferences were done and one other was 

planned (see below). 

 
Tableau 7 - BAS conferences dealing with STAMINA 

Conferences already done by BAS  

 
Figure  -STAMINA project and partners presented at a 

conference about innovation 

Within the framework of an economic 

mission in Japan, the innovation 

activities of BAS had been presented 

to 200 industrials and scientists 

 

A conference occurred at the IEFS, 

the French national council of 

engineers and scientists 

 

BAS and PSA are members of the 

robotics committee (a 20 people 

group). This committee defines the 

strategy of the country regarding 

robotics. It is an activity of the French 

ministry of Industrial Renewal. It is 

where the conference had been given 

Conferences planned for a BAS speaker mentioning STAMINA 

In June 2014, at the regional day of innovation in Grenoble, France. 

On the 28
th

 of August 2014, at the day of universitary activities in mechanics (JAUM), 

France. 

IROS Chicago, USA:  IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and 

Systems. Perspectives on Entrepreneurship in Robotics and Automation (September 16, 2014) 

The 20min presentation is entitled “Innovation Model implementation to Develop Mobile 

Robotic System”. STAMINA project will be the main concrete example so will benefit from a 

huge visibility. 
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7.2 Classes 

The table below (to be filled) shows the courses dealing with STAMINA given by consortium 

partners to students. 

 
Tableau 8 - Classes given by STAMINA partners 

Partner Course School Details Website 
BAS Mechatronics 

and innovation 
Ecole Normale 
Supérieure de Cachan 

Training to specialist 
teachers  

www.ens-cachan.fr/version-
anglaise/ 

BAS Mechatronics 
and innovation 

Ecole Centrale de 
Nantes 

Degree specialised in 
automatism 

www.ec-nantes.fr/version-
anglaise/ 

BAS Mechatronics 
and innovation 

Polytech Paris Degree in robotics www.polytech.upmc.fr/ 

BAS Mechatronics 
and innovation 

Institut Universitaire de 
Technologie de Rennes 

Degree in mechatronics http://www.iutren.univ-
rennes1.fr/ 

BAS Mechatronics 
and innovation 

EIGSI La Rochelle Degree in mechatronics http://www.eigsi.fr/ 

BAS Mechatronics 
and innovation 

Institut National des 
Sciences Appliquées de 
Rennes 

Degree in mechanics http://www.insa-
rennes.fr/en.html 

 

The course given by BAS 

 

The course taught by Guy Caverot (Innovation Manager in BAS) in Engineering Schools is 

about mechatronics and automatism related to innovation. The objective is to describe the 

robotics functioning of different robotic system. The STAMINA system is taken as a concrete 

example between others. It deals with the structure, the functional analysis and the uses of the 

robot in the future. 

It introduces the FP7 as a tool for European collaborative projects. It is an initiation to the 

methodologies of robotics researches.  

The course can be divided in 5 parts: 

1. Introduction on mobile robotics 

2. Description of mobile robotics systems (AGV, supervision, interface) 

3. Application examples in industrial logistics 

4. Presentation of the STAMINA project 

5. Presentation of other innovation collaborative projects (IRIMI, ROBO-K, 

ROBM@RKET see annexe) 

When explaining a collaborative project in class, are presented the project context and the 

different partners. 
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8 Performing the demonstrator 
 

The STAMINA demonstrator has a key role in project exploitation. Indeed, it is the flagship 

to appeal potential customers. Performing the demonstrator is the best commercial argument, 

it eases a business negotiation. The STAMINA prototype will be displayed as much as 

possible. STAMINA demonstrations can occur in various occasions: on industrial shows, 

during a visit of the company premises or even at robotics exhibitions. 

As it is written in the DOW part B: “Pilot workshops on the project’s showcases at system 

integrator and end user sites”, presentations will occur in BAS facilities and at PSA. 

8.1 Industrial shows 

The consortium works will be presented on industry or robotics shows. Such events allow 

giving visibility to the results of STAMINA project and the future product expected. Thus, 

appealing potential clients. Attending shows should take into account STAMINA project 

planning in order to be able to display the demonstrator during the show. Performing the 

demonstrator is a key element for commercial success. 

 

BAS is familiar with industrial shows, being on INTRALOGISTICS in Paris every year. 

Thus, the SME will organize its attendance during the AUTOMATICA show in Munich on 

the beginning of June 2016 where the demonstrator of the STAMINA project will be featured. 

 

Performing the demonstrator in industrial show is costly. If budget is lacking to present the 

STAMINA robotic system in other show than AUTOMATICA 2016 such as Innorobo (yearly 

meeting in Lyon, France), BAS will, at least, display STAMINA project at the show the 

company is attending (e.g. INTRALOGISTICS) thanks to the poster, the brochure and the 

project video. 

 

8.2 Technical presentation of Stamina in BA SYSTEMES 

A first demonstration featuring the STAMINA robot would occur in BA SYSTEMES 

premises on summer 2015. Are already foreseen as guests BAS current contacts in the 

following companies: Airbus, STX, Bouygues, Michelin, AREVA, Toyota 

A second demonstration would occur in 2017 according to the availability of the prototype  

 

Schedule of a typical visit in BA SYSTEMES. 
A typical visit lasts half a day (from 9AM to 12:00). 

It starts at 9AM by a welcome drink (coffee). 

From 9:15 AM to 10:05 AM: 

 Greetings from Mister Thome, BA SYSTEMES CEO: 5 minutes 

 Contextualisation  by  Mister Caverot, BA SYSTEMES Innovation manager: 15 

minutes 

 Description of the collaborative project and the technological locks overcame in 

STAMINA by Mister Jacq, the project manager (BA SYSTEMES): 15min 

 Explanation of the general capacities of STAMINA robot and concrete tasks allowed 

by the demonstrator 15 min, the advantages: earning competitiveness, reducing RSIs 

so increase of productivity of the workers (less absent, better mood because they are 

less tired) 
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From 10:05 to 11:15AM: visit of the factory (assembly line) and performance of the 

demonstrator. 

From 11:15 to 12:00: feedback in two stages 

Midday: end of the seminar. 

 

8.3 Pilot workshop in PSA 

This action is to be planned by PSA. 
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9 Summary of the D&E Action Plan (on M8) 
 

9.1  Various actions  

To be implemented in the reality, the D&E strategy uses various ways. The means deployed 

are summarized in the table below. 

 
Tableau 9 - Actions for STAMINA industrial valorisation 

Marketing and 

innovation  

 

User-technology approach according to the RID method from 

Centrale Paris engineering school [Yannou B.] and creativity 

seminars. 

Patent submission : identification of the claims, state-of-the-art 

and positioning then publication 

Industrialisation simultaneously with the R&D project (start of 

the work at the mid-term of the project) 

Promoting innovation  Industrial show: AUTOMATICA 2016 

 Demonstration at BA SYSTEMES premises (thematic 

day) 

Conferences within European networks of robotics 

Classes, courses at engineering schools 

Articles in technical press 

Brochures, poster and video 

 

9.2 Planning the D&E strategy in time 

 

The D&E actions are to be planned in time. A GANTT planning gathering all the actions will 

be issued on M15. Because STAMINA project follows seasons (as shown in the figure 

below), the promotion actions might occur after the testing at the end-user site because this 

stage usually brings results and information. 

 
Figure 2 - lean approach of STAMINA project: a repeated testing of the developments to face the 

demands of the end-user 
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9.3 Indicators for the means to be deployed 

To measure the performance of the D&E strategy, indicators are necessary. The indicators 

proposed below enable to quantify the performance. 

 
Tableau 10 - Indicators to measure the performance of the dissemination and exploitation strategy of 

STAMINA 

Results to measure Indicators 

Turnover created Number of commercial projects (contracts, projects, 

offers) and their amount  

Knowledge produced Number of patents and scientific publications 

Dissemination method Accounting global results of this plan (turnover 

generated, patents, press articles) compared to other 

similar project in robotics. 

Promotion, Communication o Number of press articles mentioning STAMINA 

o Number of meetings attended  

o Number of industrial shows and visitors 

o Number of visits on the website 

o Number of articles published in robotics journals 

o Overall comments 

o Frequency of information requests and questions 

directed to the project office from industry 
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Appendices 

Past experiences of BA SYSTEMES 

 

BA SYSTEMES (BAS) is a European 

leader in mobile robotics. The company 

designs, manufactures and maintains 

robotics solutions with AGV for industrial 

and medical activities. Robotics systems 

proposed by BAS are composed by mobile 

robots, supervision and interfaces. These 

systems are installed in all industries: food, 

bottling, pharmaceutical, manufacturing... 

The company employs 150 people whose a 

half are engineers or Ph.D. 

 

The mobile robot 

consists of various 

functional units: 

mobility, safety, 

guidance… Its 

lifetime is long 

(50,000 hours) 

and reliability is 

very high (more 

than 99 %). 

The supervision 

system is a software developed by BAS. Its 

main function is to control AGV by a 

wireless communication. 

 

Since 2007, BAS applies models of 

management to develop its business 

diversification. In particular, the company 

uses the models of dynamic capabilities 

and open innovation. Consequently, the 

company settled a special organisation to 

boost innovation. In addition to the core 

business activities with a classic 

organisation, BA SYSTEMES enjoys an 

open innovation cell which purpose is to 

develop new mobile robots in partnerships. 

The team deals with the collaborative 

projects and the various value-creation 

activities. Within the company, it offers 

mutual enrichment between industrial 

activities and innovation project. Thanks to 

this method, BA SYSTEMES can design 

products always more innovative. The 

know-how in mechatronics and mobile 

robotics of the company added to the skills 

of its academic partners enable to answer 

new needs of end-users e.g. in 

construction, agriculture, rehabilitation and 

aeronautics.  

 

BAS has had a solid experience in this 

field of innovation with five French 

research projects in robotics achieved since 

2007. The names of the collaborative 

projects are IRIMI (product: DISCOVERY 

IGS 730), ROBM@RKET, ROBAGRO, 

ROBCO and ROBY. 

 

ROBMARKET is a project for developing 

a mobile robot to automate picking. The 

robot is an AGV base merged with a 

robotic arm. This French collaborative 

project had lasted 3 years. The budget of 

the project was €1.7Million. It was 

supported by the French Research 

Organisation ANR. It had involved 4 

partners: BA SYSTEMES, CEA List, 

IRISA-INRIA and the University of Caen. 

The Robm@rket project obtained the 2009 

« Innovation Supply Chain » award.  

Robm@rket generated several spin-offs 

such as: the AGV Artémis, ROBY robotic 

system and the emergence of IRIMI open 

innovation project.
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Past BAS experiences in IPR management 

Robm@rket is a BAS previous collaborative project. It is detailed in annexe. This French 

research project enabled BAS to file two patents. One patent describes the concept; a second 

patent claims a gripping hand. BAS files 2 to 3 patents per year.  

 
Tableau 11 - Patents filed further to ROBM@RKET project 

SYSTEM FOR GRIPPING OBJECTS ATTACHED TO A ROBOTISED UNIT 
COMPRISING TWO GRIPPING MEANS 

“The invention relates to a system for gripping 

objects which includes a base (2) provided for 

being attached to a robotised unit (4), receiving 

a first gripping means comprising a clamp 

(28), and a second gripping means (30, 32), 

said two means being suitable for being placed 

in gripping position automatically such as to 

use one means or the other, characterised in 

that the second gripping means (30, 32) is 

mounted on a mobile carrier (34) which can 

retract back from the end of the clamp (28) by 

moving closer to the base (2), in order to leave 

said clamp in the working position thereof, or 

can be deployed in front of the end of the 

clamp (28) in order to enter the working 

position of the second gripping means.” 

 

DISPOSITIF MODULAIRE DE PILOTAGE POUR UN CHARIOT 
AUTOMOTEUR 

The device (1) HAS marking unit constituted 

by reading a camera or camera viewing an 

environment for marking with respect to 

external markings by magnets. 

A pedestal control (16) controls a 

motorization of a self-propelled carriage (2) 

for piloting programmed displacements of 

the self-propelled carriage, and a touch 

screen (20) the displacements programs. 

An assembly Constituting the device is fixed 

on the self-propelled carriage to displace the 

carriage from a manual to an automatic 

driving style driving mode. 
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